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Ob,lfotives

A major problem confronting the forest products industry of the Pacific Northwest today is the determination
product values obtainable front logs which vary in
siz. end quality. Additional information is needed to

determine the best utilization of various classes of logs.
Log grades alone are not always a sufficient measure of
og value, Often they axe so broad in classification as
tide profitable and unprofitable logs in the same
regardless of the method of utilization.
The present study is en attempt to provide addiinformation on the value of second-growth Douglas
oga for lumbar production, The study attempts to

ugragate small, second-growth logs into three classes
based on anticipated recovery values. It is hoped that
this study may supplement other investigations of log
quality and log values in order to provide the forest
products industries with more critical measures of raw
teria1 value.
Spsoifioally, this study is an attempt to
z'xelate the eux'faoe characteristics of knot diameter,

and rate of growth (as measured by annual rings per inch)
to the lumber grades recovered from second-growth Douglas

fir logs. It is hoped that this study will indicate the
desirability of further study in this direction. A
recommended procedure for conducting the mill studies

necessary to gather date is included.

The study was limited to esoond'growtb logs for
following reasons:
The amount of detect occurring in second-

logs is gsnerally less than that occurring in old'owtb timber. Defects such as rot and shake obscure the
effect of knot size and ring count on lumber' value.
The types and sizes of Iwithar out tram second-

are fewer than those out from old-growth, thus
,e compilation of data a simpler matter.
Second-growth timber has received much lieu

tion than old-growth in regard to quality and value.
4. The approach of a second-growth economy should
prozpt increased study of this class of material.
The Present study started with logs at the idll
It may prove desirable, later, to record data in
ods; following the loge from the growing site to
mill green chain.

The lumber cut from the logs studied was graded and

allied at the green chain, without consideration of
losses or degrade that might occur in Bubsequent bandlin
paokround

Second-growth Douglas fir', as defined by the
Douglas Iir' Second-Growth Management Committee, refer

rest stands not older than the 160 year age class

p. 1), This definition does not mention economic
Xty, but with present lumber prices the marginal
tree is about one-halt the above age on the good sites.
The term "second-growth", as used in this paper, Will
tallow the above definition.
A considerable amount of this smaller timber is
being out today in the Pacific Northwest. In the state
of Oregon 27 percent of thu total cut in 1945 was classed
as second-growth (3, p. 3). In. 1945, 48 percent of the
consrcia1 forest land of the Douglas fir' region was
covered with second-growth timber (10, p. 357). Present

plans call for cutting rotations of 80 to 100 years,
which will make available a continuous supply of secondgrowth timber.
The first problem to confront the forest products

y of the Pacific Northwest, in its use of eóoondgrowth fir, concerned the strength of this wood. as

opared to wood of o1d-growth fir

The px'izHry factor

effecting strength is specific gravity, as indicated by
rate of growth. ScZu'ader, and others, working with
eeoond'-grewth Douglas fir in Washington found that the

strength of second-growth, if it contains 6 or more annual

ings per inch, is equal to or superior to that at oldgrowth in all respects (7, p. 18). The studies of
Wengeerd and Zwnwalt (8, p. 23) have shown that second-

growth Douglas fir with a specific gravity ooarable to
old-growth has equivalent strength values.
These studies show that the retention of the 6
sz' inch and 4 rings per inoh rules1 appliód to
grades of Douglas 1 ii' are essential to good
umber grading practice. The fast growth rate of young
tends in the Pacific Northwest will cause inoreased

application of these proiieians of the grading rules.
The log grading rules of the Columbia River Log
Grading Bureau were changed in 1949 to include a log
grade for second-growth Douglas fir. This new sawmill
log grade includes those logs in which more than 10

The rules referred to are the No. 14 grading rules

of the West Coast Bureau of Lumber Grades and
Inspection (9). They are used almost universally in
grading Douglas fir lumber.

percent of the diantetar is sapwood. The grade also inolu1es those bee which contain loss than 4 annual rings
pox' inch in the outex' portion of the diairster at the
emll end. The grads has been designated as second-growth
Douglas tfr sawmill boga.
Second-growth fir also can be placed in No. 2 or No.
) sawmill log grades as defined by the Columbia River Log
Grading Bureau. The principal difference betwsen the8e
two grades lies in the anticipated lumber grade recovery.
No. 2 logs must produce 65 percent of No. 1 Common or
tter lumber1 while No. 3 logs must produce 50 percent
net scaled contents as No. 2 Common or better
umber. These grades are assigned by the scaler primRl'.'

ily on the basis of his own Judgment. A T1mUm knot
diameter of 21 inches for No. 2 logs, and of 3 inches
for No. 3 loge has been designated by the Bureau.
Number 2 sawmill logs must be at least 12 feet in net
length and 12 inches in diameter (2, pp. 69-72). This
log grading procedure provides a partial basis for the
open market log prices.
An indication of the lumber grades obtainable
cm second-growth Douglas fir loge is contained in a
study conducted by the Pacific Northwest Iciest and
engs Experiment Station end reported by N. P.
Worthington (11). This study included observations at

small mills in western Washington. These mills were
repz'esentative of many small mills cutting second-growth
ii', being equipped only with a circular head saw, edger,
end cutoff saw, Utilization in mills of this type is
generally rather poor and often acoonpanied by inaccurate sawing. Worthington states that little difference
was found between the lumber grades recovered from No. 2
and No
sawmill logs. Only a very few rough loge
over 12 inches in diameter out less than 65 percent of
NO. I Common lumber, which is the requirement for No. 2
sawmill logs.
Mill. studies conducted with oldgrowth 1)ouglas

shown that a relatively high percentage of logs
graded as No. 3 sawmill actually produced over 6 percent
of No. 1 Common and better lumber (4, p. 88).
The U. S. Porest Products Laboratory has reported
re). studies in second-growth Douglas fir One study
related lumber grade recovery to site quality of the
tend from which the logs were taken. It was shown that
he quality of lumber recovered from site II was lower
hen the quality recovered from site IT. The principal
ason for this was that the trees grown on site II
contained larger knots and more loose knots than the
trees grown on site IV (6, p. 2).
A ooianion study conducted at the same time

analysed the knots in second-growth Douglas fir (5
This associated study provided nuoh needed information on
the character and development of knots in logs front

different sites and the effect of these knots on lumbr
CLual3r.

Some studies have been conduete1 on log value
classification in other species. One example of the use

of quality estimation in timber cruising has been shown
in hardwoods in the South. The tree grading procedure
used was based upon peroentage of clear cuttings on the

ne.'to-tho-poorest face of the butt log (1, p.

245).

Studies such as this have demonstrated the practicality
and need for quality log and tree grading.
PROCZD

Pr1m(nary mill studies
The process of gathering data for mill studies of
tpa reported here is a relatively new one. Mill
lee in seoond-growth Douglas fir have been oonaraly few in number and little precedent for proosdure
has been established. Two preliminary mill studies were
de in order to establish a procedure that would supp
the desired information.
A small mi1I in this investigation, is considered
to be one whose daily cut is less than 35,000 board feet.

generally equipped with a circular
bead rig, edger, and swing cutoff saw. Any sawmills
These 8aWnUI$ are

containing resawing equipment would require a more

oonlicated procedure than that described hers.

I. Rose Brothsa' mill study. Th. first mill
study conducted in this investigation was made at Rose
Brothers' Lumber Conany, located near Philomath, Oregon.

This mill was selected for its accessibility, large log
pond, end the cooperative spirit of its owners.
The logs ware studied prior to the aotual day o
cutting and then stored in a pocket in one corner of the
log pond. A copy of the study form used is included Sn

the Appendi. 8tudy logs were selected within the
diameter range of S to 24. inches.
On the day of the study, two men helped the pond
men move the study logs into the mill. The head-sawing
ime for each log was recorded. The lumber produced from
oh log was marked in the mill, and then tallied at the
green chain by size and grade. The reason for the grade
was notad.

This study revealed several mistakes in study

methods and procedure.

The first problem encountered was that of segregat-

logs already studied from those study logs that had
en charted. This could be avoided by using a log
pocket for charted and for uncharted study logs.

9

The second problem was that of marking the logs

ly so the numbers could be read easily after several
aye of storage in the pond. Investigation of this subjsct showed that a numbering hainter or special paint stick
are the beat marking tools. The numbering hasr will
permanently indent the log study number in the end of the
log. It was found that yeUow rkal "B" paint stick,
made by the Markal Coxpany, 3052 W. Carroll Avenue,

Chicago 12, Illinois, worked well on loge which were
stored for several days. Logs stored longer than this
should be marked with the heimner.
Several errors were made by the lumber marker in

the nil), because of confusion on log sawing numbers. A
blackboard placed in full view of all markers should be
used to display the sawing number of the log on the
erz'iags at that particular moment The man doing the
ti'ing can keep the 3.og numbers posted on the board.
The last problem occurred during the tabulation
of data. It was observed that the method used to take
ring count measurement was not satisfactory. Further
study was needed to determine a practical measure of
rate of growth.
2. School mill study. A second preliminary

was conducted at the School of forestry sawmill,
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Oregon State College, to secure a satisfactory measure of
ring count. This problem was worked out and sufficient
data taken on other variables to determine thoae which
seemed to affect the lumber grade recovery. A shortened
log study form was designed on the basis of this
3.nformat ion.
ReoomrMnded procedure

As a result of these prelind.nary studies, an outof all factors to consider in conducting this type
mill study was drawn up. This outline is included in
a Appendix. It should furnish a definite guide to
those making similar investigations. A mill study, in
which this outline was followed, is described below.
Dog Face rn1 study

The third mill study made in this investigation
coduoted at the Dog Face Lumber Conny, Corvallis
Oregon. The purpose of this study was to gather the
necessary data and to test the recommended procedure,
ing the outline in the Appendix. The following r'epor

f procedure used in this third study will serve as an
le of applying the recommended procedure to a
specific problem.
The preliminary studies had shown several extern

bereoteristios to have little effect on luatber quali
Therefore, by eliminating some of thee. obaraoterics and condensing other Information, it was possible
to study the logs on the day of cutting. As the Logs
entered the mill, they were observed and all the
p.rtlnant data recorded. The preliminary studies had also produced an effective measure of rate of growth. The
log study form and lumber tally sheet are shown in the
Appendix.

Mill selection in this ease was simplified by the
continuous method of studying the logs, making log storage provisions unnecessary. The mill was selected

pxiarrily on the basis of aooeaaibility, efficiency of
cutting, and outting practices, that is, the sizes and
type of products out. The mill had to be one whose
luabar cutting practices were typical of the many small
mills cutting second-growth Douglas fir. These mills
cut dimension lumber primarily, with timbers coming from
e heart of some logs One inch boards are usually
imi ted to the outside of the larger logs.
The owners of the mill were contacted and their
t and cooperation insured. The results of the
udy were made available to them in appreciation
cooperation.

A visit was made to the mill prior to the study
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for the purpose or determining the distribution of man-p
power and the presence of any complications to the study.
The men were stationed in the mill in the manner
shown in Figure 1, which is a mill floor plan. iaob
cross denotes the position of one man, a total of 10 being
necessary.

1. At the loj pond.
the loge were bucked at
the pond saw, the lengths were marked on the logs by the
pond sawyer. Pike poles were used to pull the study logs

against the floating walk. Two men handled the logs and
the third recorded the information in an engineer's field
book. These data were later transferred to the study
forms One of the men held the log against the walk with
a pike pole and turned it over in the water, to enable the
man measuring biots to sae all surtacee The latter
scaled the log and took the knot measurements. Knot
diameters were measured as the average diameter at the
actual branch base, neglecting the distorted and swollen
portion surrounding the actual knot. Knot indicators
were measured as the diameter of the hole in the bark,
Not all knots were actually measured, because the
diameter could be estimated ooularly with frequent checks
of estimates by measurement. The log observer called out
the information as be determined it. The third man wrote
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this down,

Atez the loge were studied, the log number
was marked on the end facing the mill head saw, using the
special. paint stiok.
ter the logs left the water, the
recorder took the measurements of ring count at the small
end, using a Biltmore stick. The diameter of the core
containing less than 4 rings pe inch and the diameter Of
core containing less than 6 rings per inch were
orded.

the mill. The timar was located behind
$ ott'bearer in the iaill. He was equipped with a stop
2.

watch, and paper on which to record the sawing times.

also had chalk, and a blackboard displaed in full
* of the lumber marker.
a log was placed on the carriage, this man
number of the log on the blackboard The
markers could then refer to this number to
determine the proper color crayon and log number to use
In their marking.
The logs were timed from the point where the

carriage started its return for the next log until the
last board was dropped off in preparation for the next
log This procedure was necessary because the timer
could not see the carriage when it was loading, It also
insured that high loading time due to a small size log
was charged to that log.

5

The inarkere were equipped with

colors of lumber
rayon. These were used in a continuous sequence. By
pre-arranging the color aequenoe to be used, the men on
4

the green chain were able to draw up a list of log
numbers with the proper color to be used for each log..
One of the lumber markers was stationed beside the
the boards emerged from the edger, he held the
the board, giving the board a mark, in proper
color, along its length. Lumber not going through the
edger was also merked by this nan.
A remarker was stationed farther along tile roU
ease. As the boards dropped onto tile transfer chains

going to the trim saw, he was able to write the actual
log number on many of them. Thia further insured
accuracy of log numbers.

3, At the green cba. As the lumber came out
on the green chain it was graded by a grader supplied by
the West Coast Bureau of Lumbar Grades and Inspection.

Two men were available for tallying the lumber by size,
grade, and reason for degrade. These men alternated on

each log, with one tallying as the other prepared for
the next log. An additional man should be available
here for smooth operation. Because of suddsn pile-ups
of lumber, the tal3yman often fell behind in recording.

16

This additional nsn could catch information that might
otherwise be lost and in general aid the grader and
tallynen.
4. Lo summary. The data recorded at the green
chain was summarized on a form designed for this study.

This form showed the totals and percentage of each grade
recovered and the reasons for the grade assigned. A copy
of the form is shown in the Appendix.
A complete picture oX the study logs and the lumber
recovered front them was shown on the log study form and
lumber sumswry sheet. It was from these data that the
analysis was made.

Additional data

Considerable data can be gathered during a mill
study of the type described. The pr(i1'y purpose of the

study should receive first consideration, but other data
can be collected with little extra effort and manpower.
An example of this additional information, which may be

of particular value to the mill owners, is the timing of
the head sawing operation.
The head saw of most small mills determines the
11 production rate. As a result, the amount of tins a

log is on the carriage is a good measure of the mill

3.7

production time for that log. The coat of production for
each log may be calculated by multiplying the cost of operat Ion per minute by the tixe (in minutes) taken to out
the log on the head rig. Subtraction of this production
oost from the value of the lumber recovered from the log,
will give the marginal pond value of that log. A lumber
smrry sheet, devised for this study, that can be used to
find this marginal pond value is shown in the pendix.
A record was kept of the sawing time of nearly el].
age out during the Dog Pace mill study. The loge were
en grouped according to diameter end length classes.
The diameter classes were these: 9 and 3.0 Inch logs;
U end 12 inch logs; 13 and 14 inch; 15 and 16 inch; and
17 and 18 inch logs. Sawing time per thousand board feet
for eaoh length and. diameter class was ooiutad by
dividing the total sawing time for the class by the board
feet of lumber contained in that class and then mu1t1p1y
ing by 1000. These sawing times per thousand board feet

were then plotted over the diameter classe, for each
length of log. The family of curves resulting were so
close to each other that sawing time, in this study,
proved to be independent of log lengths between 3.2 and

22 feat, inclusive.
Inca sawing time wee found to be unaffected by

log length, the sawing time per thousand board feet for

all log lengths was plotted over log dianter. The re
suiting curve is shown in Figure 2. This curve shows
that the sawing time per thousand board feet increases
rapidly with decreasing log diameters, over the range
diameters studied. This increase in time also increases
the cost per thousand of sawing the amaflsr logo. The
lack of coat data, at present, prevented the computation
of marginal log value, but such a procedure could easily
be followed. Th, information eould be furnished to the
mUl owners in appreciation of their cooperation.
ANAL!SIS OF DATA

of lumber qus.l ty

Before a oorrelat ion of log surface characteristics
end lumber recovery could be established, a satisfactory
aeure of lumber quality had to be devised. One measure
of lumber quality was the percentage of Select lumber,
including Clears, contained in the lumber recovery of
each log. The other measure used was the percent of
No. 1 Comnton and better lumber contained In the lumber recovery. Another measur. of lumber quality is the dollar
value of the lumber tally for each log This measure is

a possibility for future studies, although it may not be
too satisfactory at some small mills because of the
practice of selling all grades at a flat price t or the

19
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mixture.
Log ae3.eetioL

udy logs were selected over the diater range
$ to 24 inches. Any logs which obviously contained ro
shake, split, or crook were not Included, bsoause these
*sfeota obscure the effect of knots on lumber quality.
!oz exnip1e, if a board contained knots of a size limitlag it to No. 3. Comcion and shake whioh brought it down to

No. 3 Oinn, the knot relationship was not recorded on
the lumber tally sheet. Defects such a8 rot, shake,
eplita, crook, eto. should be oonaIdered in arriving
the net seals and not in determining log quality.
Analysis of the lumber degrade showed considerable
in some eases for inismanufaoturs This too

d the effect of knots and other natural characterus. Therefore, those study logs which contained more
than 10 percent degrade for mismanufacturs were discarded.
miaimanufaoturing degrade is inevitable in mills of

studied, so iogs which did not contain an examount of miseut lumber were included in the

analysis.

ot size
The study logs were divided on the basis of

21

xaaxiirn knot size into inch knot size clause, It
found that the quality of lumber recovered varied inver-.
aely as the size of the largest knots on the log. Although the number of knots of maximum size was recorded,

this variable was found to have no apparent relationship
to the lumber quality recovered. Th. probable reason
for this is the mtnner of grading dizna ion Douglas fir
lumber. This lumber is used prirni'ily for construction
purposes and as such is graded for strength, rather than
appearance. Strength of lumber is primarily affected by
knot size rather than number of knots.
Table I shows the average lumber grade recovery
end log diajxtar by knot size classes.
TABLE I

asiat

of i.umber Grade Recovery to
Size As Msasured on Second-

Pir Logs.

snot Size

Class- -r
(0-1" inc.
2
2in

Percent
Selects

F eicii

9:

18.03

No. 1 &

Btr.

7T:

"69.00

--

ot
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This table includes some of the log data taken ctur
preliminary studies, because of the shortage of
logs in the higher knot diameters. There is etiU
evident lack of logs in these o3.aeass. Therefore, o
clue ions drawn from this table should be only tentative
wit U additional data ax's available.
aOg aiameter

Worthington (11, p. 64.) reported that there was a
slight decrease in the quality of lumber taken from logs
of the larger diameters in sscond'growth Douglas fir. He
stated that this may be due to the smaller loge having
amaller limbs and correspondingly higher quality lumber.
Paul, in his study of knots in seoond'growth

las fir, found this to be the case (5). The present
investigation shows an increase in knot sizes with i,ncreasing diameters, as evidenced by Table 1. This tn
x'S$5C in knot size has been shown to cause a decrease
lumber quality recovery. Therefore, since knot size
diameter are apparently correlated, any decrease
in lumber quality due to either of these causes would be
aksn care of by knot size measurement.
Total

ot
No apparent relationship was found between the

'3

total numbex' of knots on the study loge and lumber grade
recovery. As mentioned previously, this is due probably
to the practice of grading Douglas fix' dimension on a
strength basis. The stress grades do not consider number
oX knots unless there are enough of them to cause knot
cluster's. However, if the number of knots is so limited

that clear quarters are prea.nt on the log, some consider
ation should be given to this in classifying logs on a
quality baeis. A discussion of this point is contained
under the subject of clear quarters.
raflter of knots

In nearly all lumber grades of Douglas fir the
aUawabi.e size of loose knots is smaller than that of
intsrgrown knots Theref ore, it would be logical to essume that dead knots would degrade lumbar more than live

This was found to be true, but
only it all or nearly all of the knots were dead. gy
under these circumstances the additional degrade was very
little. Paul (5, p. 10) found that the radial length of
deed knot portions of branch bases in timber of the same
size as that studied here was about 3 inches It varied
with the diameter of the tree, but 3 inches seemed to be
the average. In sawmiLls of the type studied, the sawyer
wil3. usually slab oft a good share of th. dead knot
knots of the same size

24

portion. This atudy showed the character of the knots to
have slight effect on lumber grade recovery.
C,teer quarters
Those ooee.nional ascond.growth fir logs which do

ontain one or more clear quarters, due no doubt to den'
ity of stocking, definitely show an irnproved lumber
qualitj. A clear quarter is defined, as one face of the
four log faces which is ooz1etely tree of knots. Nearly

all logs containing clear quarters are found in the l-inch

knot diaster class

Those logs which are in the higher
knot classes and contain clear quarters show a quality
of lumber recovery high enough for recognition in

classification.
There mre 6 logs, in this investigation, which
ontained one ox' more clear quarters and knots larger
1 inch. The lumber recovered from these logs
aged 36 percent Selects and 89 percent No. 1 Common

and better. Thus, it would seem that any log containing
a olear quarter should be placed in the highest log
q,uality olass.
Rate

of growth, as measured by the number of annual

noh, is an iiortant factor in determining the

25

grade of Douglas fir dimension lumber, because of its

recognized effect upon strength.
The grading rules have defined three c1a8880 of
or rate or growth. These olasses are: o3.oae grain,
more annual rings psi' inch; medium grain, 4 oi'

ings per inch; and coarse grain, lees than 4 rings per
inch.

Select structural material, the highest grade of
dimension lumber, must have close grain while No.
Coivaon, the next highest grade, must have medium grain in
moat items. Since, in this study, the percentage of
Selects and the percentage of No. I Common and better were
used as measures of lumber quality, it might be expected

t differences tn rate or growth would be reflected in
umber quality,

The quality of lumber recovered from logs in this
udy did not show the expected relationship to rate of
growth, as measured by ring count For example, a group
ui nine logs with coarse -grained cores aaouuting to
approximately one-half the log diameter (6.6 inches in
14 inch logs) produced lumber averaging 91 percent No. 1.
and better. Although the lumber produced from a ooarsegrained core should fall below No. 1 Coianon in quality,
the methods or sawing may obscure the effect ui the
coarse grain. Even 2'-ineh pieces cut from the coarse-
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grained canter of loge may contain enough medium grain to

zaiae the grade to No. 1 Coiiuion.
Several measures of growth rate were tested, but

none gave a conlete1y aatiefaotory correlation with
lumbar grade recovery. The percent of iog diameter con
taming medium plus coarse grain (lass than 6 rings per
inch) Iid appear to hay, a partial relationship to lumber
quality. Even in this ease, the correlation did not
apply over the complete range of logs, that i from logs
containing no close grain to logs containing all close
grain. The logs in which more than 65 percent (roughly
2/3) of the diameter, smell end, contained lees than
per inoh, CUd show a definite drop in lumbr
uelity, but those with less than 2/3 of the diameter as
medium plus coarse grain showed no definite trend. Table
2 illustrates this point. Stated another way, a log in
which more than 1/3 of the diameter was aloss-grained
(6 or more rings per inch) yielded lumber of better
quality than logs which did not meet this specification.

use. their
in practical therefore and measure to easy rather also
are variables three These recovered. lumber of quality
the with correlated be could which towd ones only the
were variables three These log. the of end mal1 the on
measured a. present grain medium plus coarse of aunt
the and quarters, oleaz of absence or presence siz.
knot maximum on based clauses quality three into divided
be might loge fir Douglas second-growth that indicate
studied logs of number limited the from data The
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The data gathered are limited ad thus the djyiding line between classes may be less distinct than
desired. however, from these data, the suggested
specifications are as follows:
Class A loss are all those containing clear
quarters. This class also includes those logs having
knots no larger than 1'incb in diameter, providing that
more than 1/3 of the top diameter is close'.grained wood.
Class B 10 are those logs with knots between 2
end
inches, inclusive, in diameter, providing that more
then 1/3 of the top diameter is oloee-grained wood. This
class also includes loge with lui.inch knots in which 1/3
or less of the diameter is olose-grained wood.

Class C loa, the poorest class, are those logs
having knots over 5 inches in diameter' and those loge
With knots larger than 1 inch but in which 1/3 or less
of the diameter is olose-'gratued wood.
The limited data gathered thus far indicates the
following average 1unbez' grade recoveries from each of

the three log classes:
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RECO}ENDATIONS

This study has shown that there are definite
classes of second-growth Douglas fir loge, based upon the
quality of the lumber contained in those logs. These
0155855 have been tentativsly defined from a limited
number of logs. It is, therefore, recommended that
urther investigation of this subject be made, particularloge with large knots, to more exactly determine the
limits and grade recoveries.
2. The procedure, outlined in the Appendix, has
stsd and is recommended to those desiring to
further study.
There is a possibility that the dollar value
lumber recovered rom study loge would be a

30

better iaeure ot qua1it than percent Seleot8
No. 1 Conzaon and better.

Or

percent

This should be tested in future
studies. Use of these data and iil1 production coats
based on head sawin time, would provide the sail operat.orB with a more complete picture of the profit margins
for various olaBses and sizes of logs.
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